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A Decade of Opportunity

How the UK’s energy industry can create
a profitable and sustainable future
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power

The next 10 years hold major
challenges and opportunities for
energy generation in the UK

welcome
The industry is
facing real change
in the coming
decade as the
question of our energy security
becomes ever more important.
So, in this ﬁrst issue of aspects
of energy, we ask what the future
holds in store for the industry. Our
experts also reveal how to navigate
the complex planning system, the
challenges facing the UK’s energy
industries and whether the lights
really are in danger of going out.
If you would like to discuss any of
the topics raised, and how they will
impact on your business, we would
be delighted to hear from you.
Philip Gready, Head of Savills Energy
020 7877 4747, pgready@savills.com
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here are two dramatically different
scenarios for the future of the
UK’s energy sector. In one, the
country has a sustainable industry
with increased use of renewable sources backed
up by new nuclear and gas stations. In the
other, the UK will be crippled by uncertainty,
lack of supply and blackouts.
Even now, as new legislation brings in the
biggest transformation of the electricity market
for a generation, either scenario is possible.
The Government believes it is doing enough to
secure the country’s energy future, but more
and more industry insiders are sceptical.
Their concern is based on the speed of
decommissioning and the current lack of viable
alternatives. In February, Ofgem chief executive
Alistair Buchanan warned that ageing power
stations were being taken out of service faster
than expected, causing a “tight situation” with

t

electricity supplies in the near future. This was
followed in March by Ian Marchant, chief
executive of energy company SSE, warning
that the risk of power cuts was “very real”.
The challenge facing the energy sector is
clear. The UK needs to replace 25 per cent of its
electricity generating capacity over the next
decade. The UK must also generate 15 per cent
from renewable sources by 2020 to meet the
EU Renewable Energy Directive, and cut CO2
emissions by 34 per cent by 2020, compared to
1990 levels, under the Climate Change Act.

new system

The Government’s response has been to reform
the electricity sector through the Energy Bill,
which will bring in a new system of subsidies
for renewables, nuclear and carbon capture and
storage plants, known as Contracts for
Difference (CfDs). In March, the Department

The energy decade

of Energy & Climate Change (DECC) also
published a plethora of strategies on oil and gas,
nuclear and renewable heat.
But will this be enough to bridge the energy
gap? There are positive signs when it comes to
planning. Reforms have reduced the time taken
for projects over 50MW to go through the
system, which has resulted in a green light for
the Hinkley Point C nuclear power station
after just 13 days of hearings, compared to 340
days for Sizewell B back in the early 1980s.
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making a plan

Karl Cradick, of Savills Energy Planning, says
the industry has welcomed the new system.
“I don’t think the planning system is the major
source of delay in new generation capacity,”
he says. “It is much more to do with confidence
in the market. The continuing lack of clarity
is deterring investment.”
This concern is repeated by many in the
energy industry. Widespread uncertainty has
been created by delayed legislation, as well as
political infighting between the Conservatives
and Liberal Democrats, especially over onshore
wind. Crucially, the industry is still in the
dark over how CfDs will work and how much
they will be worth.
“Businesses need to know the commercial
environment they will be working in and that
certainty isn’t there yet,” says Miles Thomas of
Savills Energy National Operations.
The lack of clarity has affected every facet of
the market, but has been particularly acute in
the Solar Photovoltaic sector. Repeated
changes to the Feed-in Tariff (FiT) regime
have been highly controversial. Even so, larger
scale ground-mounted projects and rooftop
schemes, where significant elements of the

the uk must
replace 25 per cent
of its capacity
power produced can be used rather than sold,
still deliver good returns. Competition for sites
is again high. Savills Energy has secured
consents for clients to develop 70MW of solar
projects in 2013 and predicts that the viability
of rooftop projects will extend beyond 2015.
Unfortunately, there have also been negative
comments about onshore wind farms from
several MPs, raising further doubts about the
Government’s long-term commitment to the
renewable energy sector. For some, even
the Government’s new regulations won’t
address the fundamental issue of uncertainty.
“None of it will do anything about the lack
of investor confidence in Government policy,”
says Tom Burke, visiting professor at Imperial
and University Colleges and former special
adviser to three secretaries of state for the
environment. “In the next 10 years there will
be a continuing reluctance to invest. Any
investment that does happen will be in small

units.” However, Tom believes the exception
to this will be Hinkley C, if it goes ahead.
“The result of a lack of confidence will be
some disaggregation of capacity away from
the utilities,” says Miles. “But this will create
huge opportunities for private investors and
developers who are used to a higher level
of risk and return.”
Along with planning and regulation, there is
one more innovation that will impact on the
sector in the next decade – the growing desire
by the public for more control over their energy.
Increased use of smart meters is giving people a
better understanding of how to cut energy use,
while FiTs, despite the changes in rates,
still encourage homeowners to install
microgeneration technology and earn money
from feeding the grid.

on the level

“The industry is basing future electricity
demand on current usage levels,” explains
Miles. “However, if everyone became smarter
in terms of how they use energy, we could see
that level of demand at least plateau.”
But energy efficiency and microgeneration
will not make up for the potential shortfall. “As
things stand, we’re going to be struggling in the
second half of the decade,” says Karl. “We
currently have 15 per cent surplus capacity. But
we’ll soon be at 4 per cent or 5 per cent, well
below the 10 per cent comfort zone. So if there
are any problems, we will be in trouble.” n
Miles Thomas
Savills Energy National Operations
020 3107 5466, mthomas@savills.com
Karl Cradick, Savills Energy Planning
01202 856 908, kcradick@savills.com

How can we secure our energy future?
ed davey
Secretary of state
for energy
“I am not the secretary of
state for renewables, or for oil and
gas, or for nuclear, or for CCS. I am the
secretary of state for all of the above.
We need to have a wide mix of energy
sources to ensure a secure and
affordable energy supply – and the
cleaner the fuel, the better.”

gaynor hartnell
Chief executive of the
Renewable Energy Association
“Ten years from now Europe will
have a new renewables target, with more
emphasis on trading. The Government
wants to establish the UK as an offshore
wind hub, charging other Member States
for help meeting their targets. However, this
is proving challenging, as other countries are
installing their own onshore wind and solar.”

keith parker
Chief executive of the
Nuclear Industry Association
“We cannot meet our climate
and energy security goals in the most
cost-competitive way without nuclear.
EDF Energy, Horizon and NuGen have
plans for a 16GW new-build programme,
which will provide around a quarter of our
electricity. This is vitally important as UK
gas production is tapering off rapidly.”
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planning

planned to perfection

Navigating the planning maze can be daunting. Increase your
chances of success by following our six golden rules
engage Actively with
the key consultees

R

Develop an in-depth understanding
of national and local planning policies
All decisions made by a planning committee are based
on the national and local planning framework, says Iain
Pattenden of Savills Planning. “You need to analyse the
relevant policies and tailor your project to align with
them. It’s also important to help shape policies by
feeding into any consultation on future changes.”

have an
experienced
planning
consultant
on your team
“Large projects
require a number
of consultants
with their
own area of
expertise,” says
Richard Frost of
Savills Planning.
“Don’t let other
specialists do the
planning work.
It should be done
by a planning
consultant with
experience.”

Winds of
Change

The right
approach is
key to success
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ensure there is a close
working relationship
between the planning
consultant and the
community liaison
specialists
“Remember that planning applications
at a local authority level are a political
process,” says Richard. “The planner in
charge of co-ordinating the application
work needs to know exactly what the
people organising the community
engagement activity are doing, and
also vice versa.”
Ensure information on the key local
political issues, relevant to the application,
is included in the supporting information.
“It’s also important that any community
engagement details are checked by the
planning consultant,” says Richard.
The Lochluichart Wind Farm, in
the Scottish Highlands near
Garve, Ross-shire, will soon
generate enough renewable
electricity to power 37,000
homes. Lochluichart Estate and
Infinergy proposed the project,
with Savills acting as the lead
planning and environmental
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Build a
close working
relationship
with the planning
case officer
There should be
regular meetings
and telephone
updates with the
planning officer,
so that there is an
open two-way
flow of information.
“This should
avoid any nasty
surprises,” says
Richard. The main
focus should be
on securing the
project a positive
recommendation
from the planning
officer, which is
the foundation for
a yes vote from the
committee or an
approval at appeal.

In Scotland, projects over 20MW
in size must be publicised and opened
to public exhibition before the planning
application is submitted. “But early
and open consultation with the local
community and relevant consultees
is good practice for any sized project,
wherever it is located” says Iain.
“Common concerns include landscape,
visual and environmental impact, so
arrange meetings early on with key
consultees to allay any fears.”

Be aware that the
application might
have to go to appeal
“Spending money early will
save costs and time later on,”
says Richard. “But there will
always be the chance that the application
might go to appeal, so it’s important
not to waste all that good work.”
Make sure the team employed at the
outset can see the process through to
the end if need be. Bringing new
specialists in to fight the appeal could
result in considerable reassessment
work and also lead to inconsistencies
in the arguments. n

Richard Frost, Savills Planning
01202 856 905, rfrost@savills.com
Iain Pattenden, Savills Planning
0141 222 4103, ipattenden@savills.com

impact assessment consultant.
“We had a very good working
relationship with the planning
officer and developed a robust
environmental statement, which
meant there were no requests for
further information,” says Richard.
“Despite a high number of
representations, both for and

against, the Highland Council
voted in favour of the project in
2008. In October 2012, the
Scottish Government then
granted consent for a further six
turbines. Enerco purchased the
rights to develop the wind farm
and it should be operational by
the end of 2013.”
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enewable energy projects often excite considerable local
objection, but there are a number of ways in which
prospective developers can maximise their chances of a
good result. We ask the experts to share their essential
rules for negotiating the complex planning system.

Onshore energy

going
underground

The obstacles facing onshore energy production mean
our oil and gas reserves remain largely untapped.
But is it time to reconsider the options?
hile the UK was a pioneer in
offshore oil and gas production
in the North Sea, it has a fairly
modest onshore industry. Wytch
Farm in Dorset (above), developed by BP to
become western Europe’s largest onshore
oilfield, produces 20,000 barrels per day (bpd),
dwarfing other UK onshore ventures, with the
next largest producing around 2,000 bpd.
Geologists have known for decades that the
UK has an abundance of onshore oil and gas,
but production costs have always been
prohibitive. However, the recent development
of cost-effective hydraulic fracturing techniques
(“fracking”) has brought the extraction of these
hydrocarbons tantalisingly close to fruition.
The Treasury has pinned hopes on shale oil
and gas as a new indigenous energy source to
replace dwindling North Sea reserves. The
imminent 14th Onshore Oil and Gas
Licensing Round from the Department of
Energy & Climate Change (DECC) is
expected to kick-start the Government’s hopes
of replicating the US shale revolution.
An onshore oil and gas operator needs three
things before drilling: a regulatory licence from
DECC to extract the oil and gas; the right to
be on the land; and planning permission from
local authorities. Typically drilling sites are
around four acres. For landowners, an onshore
oil and gas revolution could be quite lucrative.
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“Oil and gas companies will generally lease
the land required for two or three years for
exploration and appraisal,” says Martin
Vaughan of Savills Energy, which represents
Perenco, owners of Wytch Farm. “They will
also often pay well in excess of the normal
rental value for agricultural land of a few
hundred pounds an acre. Then, if exploration
is successful, the companies may look to
extend the lease to 25 or 30 years.”

what is the future for
nuclear energy?
Currently all but one of Britain’s 10
nuclear power stations will reach the
end of their lifetimes by 2023. However,
nuclear is vital to the Government’s
energy plans. EDF Energy is proposing
two new reactors and expects to extend
the life of many of its plants. Hitachi
recently acquired Horizon Nuclear Power
and aims to have its first Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor unit online by
2025, while Westinghouse, owned by
Toshiba, is in negotiations to be part of
a venture to build reactors at Sellafield.

Almost all energy developments attract
controversy, but shale gas has proven to be
particularly contentious. Proponents say it will
lead to cheaper energy prices or at least mitigate
price rises. Opponents say fracking could derail
the decarbonisation of the economy, damage
aquifers and affect nearby communities.
Onshore oil and gas operators currently make
contributions on an ad hoc basis to local groups.
However, the industry recognises that public
acceptance may require tangible benefits and
companies are exploring ways to transfer some
revenue to communities on a formal basis.
Andrew Austin, CEO of IGas Energy, says
shale gas developers should build on the
similarities to conventional oil and gas, rather
than highlighting the differences. “One of the
biggest obstacles is to get over the impression
that the drilling rig will stay forever,” he
explains. “The rig is there for 90 to 120 days
and then it goes – all that remains is a wellhead.”
Martin is circumspect about local authority
support. “Previously, councils were supportive
or neutral about onshore oil and gas
development, but they are more wary when it
comes to unconventional techniques,” he says.
“It’ll be interesting to see how they approach
applications for unconventional drilling.” n
Martin Vaughan, Savills Energy
01202 856 852, mvaughan@savills.com
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in 0000

the big
debate
Will the lights go out in the UK?
Experts from across the energy
industry give their opinion on the
energy gap and how best to close it
The nuclear advocate
Nigel Knee,
head of nuclear
policy at EDF Energy
By as early as 2020, many
of the UK’s power stations will close, leaving
a potential energy gap. Demand for electricity
is expected to increase and, if power plants
are not replaced, the UK could face a major
shortfall in supply. To provide a secure energy
supply for the future, the UK needs a diverse
mix of energy sources. Nuclear power stations
are ideally placed to contribute to this as they
generate low-carbon electricity reliably.

brownouts
must be likely
and the odd
blackout a
real possibility

Words: Maia Morris. Pictures: Science Photo Library

The Energy writer
David Strahan,
journalist and author
Ofgem has warned that the
chance of power cuts rises
dramatically by mid-decade, but this is only
half the problem. As wind capacity grows
there will also be times when wind generation
far exceeds demand, and we will still have
to pay for that unused electricity. What we
need is storage technologies such as Liquid
Air, which can both absorb “wrong time”
renewable energy and deliver it back to
the grid when needed.
6
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What we
need is storage
technologies
such as
Liquid Air

The Energy professional
Nick Green,
Savills Energy Scotland
In short, the answer is no, the
lights won’t go out. It would
never be allowed to happen. However, this
will be at significant expense and, potentially,
with “band aid” solutions. We do need a
wake-up call because the UK can’t keep
using energy the way it does. The buffer
between the amount we produce and the
amount we use has become narrower.
To address this, a large number of projects
in the pipeline need to come to fruition,
including the nuclear plant at Hinkley and a
number of proposed offshore wind projects.
We also need investment in infrastructure
alongside improved technology to help us
manage our electricity better, as well as
investment from private companies. It needs
a push from all corners, including consumers.
If everyone turned off the light when they left a
room it would have a big impact. It’s a case of
educating consumers and incentivising them
– nothing like a big bill to make this happen.

the energy planner
Karl Cradick,
Savills Energy
Planning
The UK has been living in
something of a fool’s paradise with respect to
electricity supply. Oil price rises rendered the
nation’s oil-fired generation capacity largely
unviable by the mid-1970s and coal-fired
generation was squeezed by environmental
regulations and a declining domestic
coal-mining sector. Investment in nuclear
dried up in the 1980s, leaving new generation
capacity to come mainly from the gas and
renewables sectors. Renewables will
undoubtedly make a large contribution and
there has been investment in gas import
infrastructure. However, the National Grid
needs to reflect the changing geography of
power generation and there are doubts over
the deliverability of our nuclear programme.
So, will the lights go out? The UK’s grid
connections with its neighbours help to
balance our supply but, when a large
high-pressure system sits over the whole
of northern Europe, reducing wind energy
capacity and drawing in cold Siberian air that
drives up consumption, brownouts must be
likely and the odd blackout a real possibility.

ASK THE EXPERTS

the authorities
need to allow
for a steady
phasing out of
old plants

the energy provider
Angela Knight, chief
executive of Energy UK
This is an area of very real
concern. A large percentage
of our electricity is produced by coal-fired
power stations that are being phased out.
The UK is moving away from fossil fuels
and towards more low-carbon generation,
alongside new nuclear power stations.
The authorities need to allow for a steady
phasing out of old plants as the new
technology comes on stream. This will
maximise stability and give confidence to
customers and generators.

the researcher
Neil Atkinson,
director of research
and analysis for
Datamonitor Energy
In practice, the lights will stay on in the UK.
Tighter capacity doesn’t mean we will all be
using candles. It just means that if several
extreme events happen at once the lights
could go out, but even then industrial
customers would be cut off first. What is
unavoidable is higher prices, as demand
for gas increases. The lack of development
of our shale gas supplies means there
will be no help from that quarter for
at least five years (unlike in the US,
where natural gas costs are just
a third of their 2008 price).

bright ideas

Three developments that will
shape our energy future

flow batteries
Flow batteries can store large quantities
of energy, making them well suited to
smoothing out variable power supplies.
“Energy storage is essential if we are to
generate a major portion of our electricity
from intermittent renewable sources,”
says Professor Aziz, of Harvard School
of Engineering and Applied Sciences.
Currently expensive and difficult to maintain,
Aziz predicts the next generation “may play
a big role in a move away from fossil fuels”.

carbon capture and storage (ccs)
Coal is plentiful but its combustion is
impossible to reconcile with the UK’s legal
obligations to reduce CO² emissions by
2050. Viable CCS could capture CO²,
transport and store it, potentially in aquifers
or depleted oil fields at sea. In a process
known as enhanced oil recovery (EOR) the
storage can help maximise depleted fields,
improving economics. If viable, CCS will
clean up industry and large-scale power
generation and some experts believe it will
be critical in meeting 2050 targets.

beattie passive build system
Originating in Germany, the term
“Passivhaus” refers to a construction
method for highly energy efficient
buildings. Beattie Passive are the only UK
company with a Complete Build System
certification from the Passivhaus Institute.
Its construction method – creating a
continuous insulation seal around the
core of a timber-structured frame – is
revolutionary. “It delivers Passivhaus
performance at normal build costs,”
says Chief Executive Pete Halsall.
a s p e c t s o f e na se rp ge cy t ss p or fi negn e2 r0 g1 3y
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meet the energy team

Savills Energy has a strong track record of
successful project delivery and provides a wide
range of services to the energy sector through
an experienced team of dedicated professionals
Philip Gready
Head of Energy
07967 555 677
pgready@savills.com
Miles Thomas
Energy National Operations
07807 999 128
mthomas@savills.com
Tim Waterfield
Projects
07768 421 064
twaterfield@savills.com
Mark Williamson
Transactional Services
07807 999 382
mwilliamson@savills.com
Karl Cradick
Energy & Infrastructure Planning
07967 555 407
kcradick@savills.com
Richard Frost
Renewable Energy Planning
07967 555 828
rfrost@savills.com
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